Balancing the present racial and ethnic disparities in Washington’s criminal justice system requires state legislators to carefully assess contributing factors and seriously consider sentencing reforms. One contributing factor can be found in Washington’s laws governing criminal monetary penalties, known as legal financial obligations (“LFOs”). Many have criticized LFOs as creating de facto debtors’ prisons that disproportionately impact racial and
Ethnic minorities. These critics have also identified potential reforms but offered little practical guidance on how to implement them in Washington. As a complement to their work, this note offers a discussion draft of proposed legislation. Specifically, this note proposes that the Washington State Legislature alleviate the negative effects of LFOs by enacting legislation with four results: first, structuring the amount of nonrestitution LFOs to reflect the seriousness of the offense and the offender’s ability to pay; second, repealing the interest accrual on nonrestitution LFOs; third, reducing the annual interest rate on restitution LFOs from twelve percent to six percent; and finally, empowering the sentencing court to modify or convert nonrestitution LFOs when the offender’s financial circumstances change.

In Part II, this note explains the current law on LFOs and the challenges these standards present for criminal offenders and their families, especially racial and ethnic minorities. Part III explores the various historical responses to these problems, including the issues that have been litigated, the policy recommendations that have been made, and the legislative action that has resulted. Part IV proposes significant changes, explains their underlying policies, and considers how they would fit in with existing law. Part V concludes this note with a call for a comprehensive legislative response. The appendix sets forth a discussion draft of the proposed legislation.

II. LEGAL FINANCIAL OBLIGATIONS AND THEIR ADVERSE IMPACTS

An LFO is a debt arising from a superior court order to pay money in connection with a criminal case. Legal financial obligations include restitution, fines, fees, and costs. Restitution compensates crime victims for...
injury or damage, while fines penalize and deter criminal conduct.\(^7\) Fees and costs, on the other hand, reimburse the government’s criminal justice expenditures.\(^8\) Additionally, restitution and fines are context-specific and vary to fit the particular wrongdoings or consequences involved.\(^9\) For example, Washington sentencing courts may, depending on the circumstances, order restitution up to double the amount of injury or damage.\(^10\) Courts may also impose fines up to $1000 for misdemeanors, $5000 for gross misdemeanors, $10,000 for class C felonies, $20,000 for class B felonies, and $50,000 for class A felonies.\(^11\) By contrast, fees and costs are more general in application and reflect an increasingly common policy determination that governments should privatize overheads by charging offenders for their involvement in the criminal justice system.\(^12\)

To that end, Washington maintains one of the longest lists of fees and costs imposed on criminals in the United States.\(^13\) This list includes confinement costs, emergency response fees, bench warrant costs, extradition costs, crime lab analysis fees, public defender fees, deferred prosecution fees, jury fees, judgment and sentence fees, DNA database fees, local drug fund fees, and annual surcharges on unpaid LFOs.\(^14\) The future may bring even more fees and costs as Washington struggles to fund its judiciary.\(^15\) In addition to these fees
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and costs, state law also mandates that offenders pay a victim penalty assessment of $250 for misdemeanors and $500 for gross misdemeanors and felonies. On top of what they pay the courts, offenders must also pay probationary and correctional departments for the costs of probation, parole, or community custody.

Some LFOs may be ordered where the defendant is not actually convicted. However, most LFOs are ordered at sentencing along with other punishments, such as jail time, probation, community service, or treatment. Currently, sentencing courts may impose many LFOs without determining whether offenders are able to pay. Once a court imposes LFOs, the offender must be set up on a monthly payment plan. Interest begins accruing on the date of conviction at an annual rate of twelve percent. Courts cannot defer this interest accrual during the period of incarceration. Further, LFOs and their interest cannot be discharged in bankruptcy. For offenses committed after June 30, 2000, the sentencing court may retain jurisdiction and enforce the
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judgment “until the obligation is completely satisfied, regardless of the statutory maximum for the crime.”

Once offenders get out of jail, they may apply for a waiver or reduction of the interest they have accrued on their LFOs. In 2011, Washington enacted legislation to make it easier for offenders to obtain this form of relief. Under the new standards, an offender must show a “hardship” to obtain a waiver of the interest that accrues during incarceration. For the interest that accrues after release from confinement, the offender must show a “significant hardship.” He or she must also have made at least fifteen payments during an eighteen-month period. The interest on restitution, however, may not be waived, and may only be reduced if the offender pays the full principal.

Under some circumstances, offenders may be jailed for failing to pay their LFOs. To impose that sanction, the sentencing court must find willful nonpayment or a lack of sufficient good faith efforts to pay, because it is unconstitutional to imprison individuals solely for their indigence. In practice, however, this standard is poorly applied and courts often order offenders to serve jail time when they are, in fact, too poor to pay their LFOs. This reality has led many to criticize criminal monetary penalties as creating de facto debtors’ prisons. These criticisms are compounded by the high number of offenders who are bound by LFOs. In total, approximately 114,000 Washingtonians owe LFOs to the state. Collectively, those individuals are
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responsible for 450,792 LFO accounts. King County alone holds 116,498 LFO accounts, whereas Pierce County holds 73,314 and Spokane County holds 33,331. In dollar amounts, King County residents owe an estimated $500 million compared to the $125.5 million Spokane County residents owe.

Indeed, a vast percentage of offenders incarcerated in Washington have LFOs to pay. For these individuals, the interest on LFOs is one of the biggest impediments to reentry because it can turn an otherwise modest obligation into a lifelong burden. Estimates show that, in Washington, the mean LFO assessment for a single conviction is $2540 and the median is $1347. Add the additional LFOs assessed by probationary or correctional departments and multiple convictions, and most offenders owe around $7234. At that level, and with the accumulation of interest, offenders who pay fifty dollars per month will still have debt thirty years later. Offenders who can afford $100 per month will pay off their LFOs in just over ten years. But unfortunately, the majority of offenders are too poor to afford this amount. As a result, most LFOs grow rather than shrink in the first few years after release from confinement. Over time, LFOs and their interest exacerbate poverty by
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reducing available income and limiting access to employment, credit, transportation, and housing. These effects, in turn, increase revocation and recidivism rates, keeping offenders embroiled in the criminal justice system. As with other collateral consequences of crime, the adverse impacts of LFOs reverberate throughout family and social networks. They also hit minority groups harder than other populations.

It is now well recognized that Washington’s criminal justice system suffers serious problems of racial and ethnic bias. In this context, LFOs have had a profoundly unfair impact on persons of color. This may be due in part to the fact that racial and ethnic minorities are more likely to incur LFOs because they are disproportionately represented in Washington’s criminal justice system. Yet the issue is much more complicated than that. Even accounting for other pertinent legal factors, Hispanics receive significantly greater LFO assessments than whites. This is especially true where Hispanics are convicted of drug crimes because, as data show, those crimes fit stereotypes regarding persons of color. Thus, in these situations, the identity of the defendant and the type of the offense combine to produce higher LFO assessments. But stereotypes about persons of color play a role in the sentencing of whites as well. For example, whites convicted of drug crimes in counties with higher black or Hispanic populations receive higher LFO assessments than whites convicted of
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other crimes.\textsuperscript{59} Sociologists suggest these increased penalties result from the racially or ethnically charged stigmas that commonly accompany drug crimes—stigmas that “affect not only defendants whose ethnicity is consistent with the stereotype in question, but all defendants convicted of racially or ethnically stigmatized behavior.”\textsuperscript{60}

In response to these and other problems surrounding LFOs, some advocates, judges, and legislators have taken steps toward reform, with various results. The following section outlines these efforts and evaluates present prospects for reform.

III. HISTORICAL RESPONSES TO LEGAL FINANCIAL OBLIGATIONS

A. Litigation

To date, most constitutional challenges to Washington’s LFOs have failed. For example, in \textit{State v. Curry}, a group of indigent offenders argued that the mandatory victim penalty assessment was unconstitutional, both on its face and as applied to them.\textsuperscript{61} Specifically, the offenders argued that the assessment impermissibly allowed sentencing courts to impose monetary penalties on offenders without first determining their ability to pay, and that it also impermissibly allowed the State to jail offenders solely for their indigence when they were, in fact, unable to pay.\textsuperscript{62} The Washington State Supreme Court upheld the assessment, reasoning two points in response: first, that under the Federal Constitution’s minimum standards, a sentencing court need not inquire into ability to pay until payment is actually sought; and second, that once payment is actually sought, there are enough procedural safeguards in place to ensure the State does not jail offenders solely for their indigence.\textsuperscript{63}

Further, in \textit{State v. Barklind}, an offender contended that the sentencing court violated his constitutional right to counsel by requiring him to reimburse the state for his public defender’s fees.\textsuperscript{64} The Washington State Supreme Court affirmed the order, concluding that it complied with all minimum safeguards required under the Federal Constitution, such as balancing the monetary obligation against the offender’s ability to pay.\textsuperscript{65} In so holding, the supreme
court suggested that recoupment of attorney fees only chills the constitutional right to counsel when required as a precondition to initial appointment, or when imposed regardless of the offender’s ability to pay.66

Challenges to court findings of willful nonpayment have also proven unsuccessful. For example, in State v. Bower, the sentencing court ordered an offender to serve jail time after he failed to pay his LFOs and failed to demonstrate that his violation was not willful.67 At his show-cause hearing, the offender claimed he lacked steady employment and had difficulty paying rent, but he did not present evidence of good faith efforts to meet his court-ordered obligations.68 He also evaded the sentencing court’s specific questions regarding his actual income.69 The offender challenged the jail order, claiming the State could not imprison him for his indigence.70 The Washington State Court of Appeals, Division I, clarified that when the State seeks sanctions for nonpayment, it initially must show noncompliance, but the offender must still show cause by presenting affirmative defenses as to why he or she should not be sanctioned.71 If, at that point, the sentencing court determines the offender’s failure to pay was not willful, only then must it consider alternatives to jail, such as modifying the sentence to fit the offender’s current ability to pay.72 But here, the sentencing court could order the offender to serve jail time because he failed to present affirmative defenses establishing why he should not have been sanctioned.73 The court of appeals reasoned that “[p]overty does not automatically insulate a criminal defendant from punishment”—under the Federal Constitution’s minimum standards, a finding of willfulness makes any person subject to incarceration for failing to pay his or her LFOs.74

Litigation has also focused on the constitutionality of LFO collection practices. For example, in State v. Nason, the Washington State Supreme Court invalidated Spokane County’s practice of issuing “auto-jail” orders, which required offenders to report to jail at a specified time and without a hearing if they failed to pay their LFOs.75 There, the sentencing court ordered an
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75. State v. Nason, 233 P.3d 848, 853 (Wash. 2010). In addition to what the Nason court described, other sources report that Spokane County procured offenders’ consent to the auto-jail
offender to pay twenty-five dollars a month and to report to jail in five months if he failed to comply with that payment schedule. The supreme court noted that, under the minimum safeguards of the Federal Constitution, due process precludes jailing offenders for nonpayment due to indigence, but permits doing so for willful refusal to pay or failure to make sufficient good faith efforts. But in any case, the trial judge must inquire into the offender’s financial status before imposing sanctions for nonpayment. The court therefore struck down the auto-jail policy to the extent it omitted this inquiry. Finally, the court rejected the argument that the time offenders serve in jail for nonpayment must be automatically credited toward their LFO balances. Nason sparked subsequent litigation to compensate the class of offenders who were incarcerated under Spokane County’s auto-jail policy.

Together, these decisions indicate that when it comes to LFOs, Washington courts resist interpreting the state constitution as affording offenders any greater protections than does the Federal Constitution. Thus, solutions regarding LFOs must be legislative, not judicial.
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B. Policy Recommendations

In 2008, the Washington State Minority and Justice Commission proposed that Washington respond to the disparities in its criminal justice system by temporarily discontinuing all LFOs other than restitution and victim penalty assessments, canceling all interest accrual on these remaining LFOs, and providing options to convert these remaining LFOs to victim or community service obligations. In 2010, the American Civil Liberties Union added the additional recommendations of discharging all nonrestitution LFOs once offenders make sufficient good faith efforts over a number of years, clarifying what evidence the State must present at show-cause hearings to demonstrate offenders’ willful nonpayment, requiring sentencing courts to consider enumerated factors and evaluate offenders’ ability to pay before imposing LFOs, and prescribing prophylactic rules that counties must employ when assessing and collecting LFOs. Finally, academics have recently renewed their long-held support for replacing current monetary penalties with those that are structured to fit the seriousness of the offense and the offender’s daily earnings.

These recommendations are bolstered by general calls for reform from national groups like the Brennan Center for Justice and the Council of State Governments Justice Center. Nonetheless, proposals of this kind have historically made only limited impact, as the legislature and the electorate generally considered them too “soft on crime.” But the legislature recently took action that may mark the slow beginnings of change.
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C. Legislation

In 2011, the Washington State Legislature indicated some willingness to reevaluate LFOs when it enacted Substitute Senate Bill 5423.89 This bill was designed in part to make it less onerous for offenders to obtain reductions or waivers of LFO interest.90 Specifically, the bill requires the court to waive the interest that accrued on fines, fees, and costs while the offender was incarcerated for the underlying offense, if the offender shows that the interest poses a “hardship.”91 To show a hardship, the offender can point to his or her own circumstances, or to the circumstances of his or her immediate family.92 Further, the court may waive or reduce all other interest on fines, fees, and costs if the offender shows that he or she made a “good faith effort” to pay and that the interest poses a “significant hardship.”93 This bill amended the definition of “good faith effort,” replacing the requirement of twenty-four consecutive monthly payments with a requirement of just fifteen payments during an eighteen-month period.94 The bill also removed the requirement that the offender show how adjusting the interest would likely enable him or her to pay the LFO in full.95

In the bill’s statement of findings and purpose, the legislature carefully articulated its concerns regarding LFOs:

[I]t is in the interest of the public to promote the reintegration into society of individuals convicted of crimes. Research indicates that legal financial obligations may constitute a significant barrier to successful reintegration. . . . [T]he accrual of interest on nonrestitution debt during the term of incarceration results in many individuals leaving prison with insurmountable debt. These circumstances make it less likely that restitution will be paid in full and more likely that former offenders and their families will remain in poverty. In order to foster reintegration, this act creates a mechanism for courts to eliminate interest accrued on
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nonrestitution debt during incarceration and improves incentives for payment of legal financial obligations.\textsuperscript{96}

As progressive as these statements may be, the legislature tempered them somewhat in the very next sentence, where it reaffirmed its long-term commitment to maintaining the current LFO system.\textsuperscript{97} Further, although some applaud this bill for “striking a fair balance between offender accountability and successful reentry,”\textsuperscript{98} it simply does not reach the broader problems associated with current LFOs.\textsuperscript{99} In short, these reforms are not enough to alleviate the adverse impacts that LFOs have on Washington’s criminal populations, especially racial and ethnic minorities.\textsuperscript{100}

IV. LEGISLATIVE REFORMS FOR LEGAL FINANCIAL OBLIGATIONS

The most promising way to restore equity in Washington’s LFO assessments is to establish systematic, means-based methods for determining nonrestitution LFO amounts at sentencing.\textsuperscript{101} Additionally, reducing the
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\textsuperscript{97} See id. § 1(2), 2011 Wash. Sess. Laws at 943 ("At the same time, the legislature believes that payment of legal financial obligations is an important part of taking personal responsibility for one’s actions. The legislature therefore, supports the efforts of county clerks in taking collection action against those who do not make a good faith effort to pay."). This language was not included in the bill’s original draft, but was added to the substitute version. Compare S. 5423, 62d Leg., Reg. Sess. § 1 (Wash. 2011) (as referred to S. Comm. on Human Servs. & Corr., Jan. 25, 2011), with id. (as recommended by S. Comm. on Human Servs. & Corr., Feb. 21, 2011). The Committee may have added this language as a political gesture to the bill’s skeptics.
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interest that accrues on LFOs after sentencing is essential to ensuring LFOs do not keep offenders tethered to Washington’s criminal justice system indefinitely.\textsuperscript{102} Finally, ensuring that Washington superior courts have enough latitude to modify or convert nonrestitution LFOs when offenders’ financial circumstances change is necessary to fulfilling individual sentencing objectives.\textsuperscript{103} The following section proposes how the Washington State Legislature can make these reforms.\textsuperscript{104}

A. Structured Amounts

The most fundamental aspect of these proposed reforms is to overhaul the way Washington sentencing courts determine the amount of criminal fines, fees, and costs. This involves implementing structured monetary penalties (“structured LFOs”), or variable-rate assessments that courts can structure to fit the seriousness of the offense and the offender’s ability to pay.\textsuperscript{105} Structured monetary penalties differ from current fixed-rate assessments in this respect: as between offenders of different economic means who commit similar crimes, structured monetary penalties impose equal burdens but unequal dollar amounts, whereas current fixed-rate assessments impose equal dollar amounts but unequal burdens.\textsuperscript{106} Structured monetary penalties are not a new phenomenon.\textsuperscript{107} To the contrary, other countries have used them extensively for many decades.\textsuperscript{108}
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\textsuperscript{104} The author agrees with the position that “[k]eeping restitution in place is vitally important” for Washington to advance its sentencing objectives. S. 62-5423, Reg. Sess., at 2 (Wash. 2011) (Initial B. Rep. by S. Comm. on Human Servs. & Corr., Feb. 15, 2011); see also Interview with Katherine Beckett, supra note 87 (noting the political inexpedience of even attempting substantial changes to restitution). Therefore, this note focuses primarily on Washington’s criminal fines, fees, and costs, and proposes only one relatively small change to restitution: reducing the interest rate.
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policy justifications behind them have likewise stood through time.109 Although structured monetary penalties have gained little ground in the United States so far, they have been tested.110 At least three states have used “day fines,” or fines based on offenders’ daily earnings.111 One of those states also determines some of its fees and costs based on offenders’ ability to pay.112 Additionally, at least nine sentencing courts have launched day fine pilot projects in different parts of the country.113 Six of those sentencing courts applied the day fine model to fees and costs as well.114
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Structured monetary penalties offer several advantages. First, they achieve equity in sentencing without sacrificing proportionality or punitive effect. Since they are based equally on the seriousness of the offense and the offender’s ability to pay, structured monetary penalties produce sentences that are fair but not lenient. Second, structured monetary penalties may help reduce the size of jail populations. If offenders are able to afford their monetary penalties, more are likely to pay without coercion and less may end up in jail for nonpayment. Finally, structured monetary penalties may help raise revenue and reduce criminal justice costs. Increased payment rates may enable counties to spend less on collections and even less on processing and jailing offenders for nonpayment.

Under a structured monetary penalty system, determining the amount of the sanction is a two-step process. In the first step, the court decides the number of penalty units to assess. For fines, the court determines the number of penalty units based on the severity of the crime, as adjusted for aggravating or mitigating circumstances. For fees and costs, the court can apply a similar rationale to determine the number of penalty units based on
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116. Mahoney et al., supra note 101; Turner & Petersilia, supra note 106, at 6; Zedlewski, supra note 105, at 6-7; Hillsman, Day Fines, supra note 101, at 19; Hillsman, Fines and Day Fines, supra note 101, at 51, 76, 82.
117. See Mahoney et al., supra note 101; Turner & Petersilia, supra note 106, at 6; Zedlewski, supra note 105, at 6-7; Hillsman, Day Fines, supra note 101, at 19; Hillsman, Fines and Day Fines, supra note 101, at 51, 76, 82.
118. See Mahoney et al., supra note 101; Zedlewski, supra note 105, at 7.
120. Mahoney et al., supra note 101, at 2-3; Turner & Petersilia, supra note 106, at 6; Zedlewski, supra note 105, at 7; Hillsman, Day Fines, supra note 101, at 19; Cole, supra note 101.
122. Friedman, supra note 107, at 287.
123. Hillsman, Day Fines, supra note 101, at 20; Hillsman, Fines and Day Fines, supra note 101, at 76; Pritikin, supra note 85, at 353; Friedman, supra note 107, at 287.
124. Turner & Petersilia, supra note 106, at 6-7; Hillsman, Day Fines, supra note 101, at 20; Hillsman, Fines and Day Fines, supra note 101, at 76; Pritikin, supra note 85, at 353; Friedman, supra note 107, at 287.
125. A few jurisdictions have applied the day fine model to fees and costs in this manner.
the relative burden the assessment is intended to have. In the second step, the court places a monetary value on each penalty unit based on the offender’s net daily income, as determined by his or her personal and financial circumstances. The court expresses this unit value as a fraction of the offender’s gross daily income. Gross daily income is the total amount of money the offender receives in a given payment period divided by the number of days in that payment period. When calculating the offender’s income, the court may in all cases consider support from family or household income and government welfare assistance programs. For an offender who reports little or no income in order to conceal financial gain derived from illegal activities, the court may use an estimate of the offender’s actual financial means. For an offender who is able to work but reports no income because he or she is currently unemployed or is a student, the court may use an estimate of what the offender would potentially earn in the job market.

---

126. This approach involves converting the current dollar amount of each fee and cost into a number of penalty units. See infra Appendix § 1(1)(c). The number of penalty units is determined by the burden the fee or cost currently bears in relation to other fees and costs of that kind. See infra Appendix § 1(1)(c). For example, within a certain category, all fees and costs of $100 might convert to 9 penalty units, all fees and costs of $50 might convert to 4.5 penalty units, and all fees and costs of $25 might convert to 2.25 penalty units. See infra text accompanying notes 142-145.

127. Hillsman, Day Fines, supra note 101, at 20; Hillsman, Fines and Day Fines, supra note 101, at 76-77; Pritikin, supra note 85, at 353; Friedman, supra note 107, at 287-88.

128. Friedman, supra note 107, at 287-88.

129. Id. at 18, 20; TURNER & PETERSILIA, supra note 106, at 8.

130. Id. at 18, 20; TURNER & PETERSILIA, supra note 106, at 8.

131. MAHONEY ET AL., supra note 101, at 21 (“Experienced judges and court officials can draw some rough conclusions about an offender’s income from observation of personal appearance and dress; criminal history; and questions about living situation, possessions (such as automobiles, televisions, and stereo equipment), and personal habits (such as smoking and recreation).”), TURNER & PETERSILIA, supra note 106, at 8.

reports no income because he or she is unable to work, the court may use the portion of the family or household income that goes to the offender’s support.133 Lastly, for an offender who otherwise has no apparent means of support, the court may use an estimate of what the offender would potentially derive from government welfare assistance programs.134

Once the court determines the number of penalty units and the value of each penalty unit, the court then multiplies them.135 The product of these two elements determines the amount of the monetary sanction.136 For example, if an offender commits a crime that merits a sentence of thirty penalty units, the offender’s circumstances merit valuing those penalty units at one-third of the offender’s gross daily income, and the offender’s gross daily income is $72.32,137 then the offender will be ordered to pay a total of $723.20 because $30 \times \frac{1}{3} \times $72.32 = $723.20.138

In order to implement structured LFOs, Washington must first develop comprehensive guidelines for assigning penalty units.139 The proposed discussion draft provides for this in section 1.140 These provisions direct the Washington State Caseload Forecast Council141 to set a presumptive number of

---

133. Id.

134. TURNER & PETERSILIA, supra note 106, at 8; see also MAHONEY ET AL., supra note 101, at 18 (“Although it does not make sense to fine totally destitute persons, it is reasonable to assume that most low-income offenders are capable of some financial payment, provided that their fines can be scaled appropriately to their resources and that careful attention is given to devising reasonable installment payment schedules . . . .” (citation omitted)).

135. Hillsman, Day Fines, supra note 101, at 20; Pritikin, supra note 85, at 353; Friedman, supra note 107, at 288.

136. Hillsman, Day Fines, supra note 101, at 20; Pritikin, supra note 85, at 353; Friedman, supra note 107, at 288.


138. Friedman, supra note 107, at 288.

139. See Hillsman, Fines and Day Fines, supra note 101, at 76, 84; Pritikin, supra note 85, at 370; Friedman, supra note 107, at 287. The process for developing these guidelines would be similar to that used for developing the existing sentencing guidelines. See TURNER & PETERSILIA, supra note 106, at 7.

140. See infra Appendix § 1.

penalty units for each fine, fee, and cost that sentencing courts may order.\footnote{142}{See infra Appendix § 1(1)(a), (c); see also ALASKA STAT. § 12.55.036(b)(1)-(2) (2008), http://www.legis.state.ak.us/basis/folio.asp (repealed 2009); Hillsman, Fines and Day Fines, supra note 101, at 84.} For fines, this benchmark is based on the seriousness of the offense, whereas for fees and costs, it is based on the relative burden the assessment is intended to have.\footnote{143}{See infra Appendix § 1(1)(a), (c); see also ALASKA STAT. § 12.55.036(b)(1)-(2); Hillsman, Fines and Day Fines, supra note 101, at 84.} For example, a misdemeanor that would incur a $1000 fine under the current LFO system could instead incur ninety presumptive penalty units under a structured LFO system.\footnote{144}{Compare supra note 11 and accompanying text, with infra Appendix § 1(1)(a)(ii).} Likewise, a $500 fee or cost under the current LFO system could instead incur forty-five penalty units under a structured LFO system.\footnote{145}{Compare supra note 16 and accompanying text, with infra Appendix § 1(1)(c).} As to fines, these provisions also permit sentencing courts to account for aggravating or mitigating circumstances by adjusting the number of penalty units within a range of fifteen percent above or below the benchmark.\footnote{146}{See infra Appendix § 1(1)(b); see also ALASKA STAT. § 12.55.036(b)(1)-\(b\); Hillsman, Fines and Day Fines, supra note 101, at 84.} For example, a misdemeanor incurring ninety presumptive penalty units could be enhanced for aggravating circumstances up to 103.5 penalty units or reduced for mitigating circumstances down to 76.5 penalty units.\footnote{147}{See infra Appendix § 1(1)(b); see also ALASKA STAT. § 12.55.036(b)(3); Hillsman, Fines and Day Fines, supra note 101, at 84.} Altogether, these provisions would cause offenders who commit similar crimes under similar circumstances to incur the same number of penalty units as punishment.\footnote{148}{See Friedman, supra note 107, at 287.}

The Caseload Forecast Council would have some limitations in the range of presumptive penalty units it could set for fines.\footnote{149}{See infra Appendix § 1(1)(a); see also ALASKA STAT. § 12.55.036(b)(1)-(2); Hillsman, Fines and Day Fines, supra note 107, at 287.} For each misdemeanor, it could set between five and ninety presumptive penalty units worth of fines.\footnote{150}{See infra Appendix § 1(1)(a); see also ALASKA STAT. § 12.55.036(b)(1)-(2); Friedman, supra note 107, at 288.} For each gross misdemeanor and felony, it could assess between 5 and 364 presumptive penalty units worth of fines.\footnote{151}{See infra Appendix § 1(1)(b); see also ALASKA STAT. § 12.55.036(b)(1)(B); Hillsman, Fines and Day Fines, supra note 101, at 84; Friedman, supra note 107, at 288.} The theory behind these limitations is that each penalty unit should function as the punitive equivalent of one day in jail.\footnote{152}{See NORVAL MORRIS & MICHAEL TONRY, BETWEEN PRISON AND PROBATION:}
avoids trivializing less serious crimes with nominal fines. Likewise, setting the uppermost threshold for felonies at 364 penalty units avoids relying too heavily on fines to punish more serious crimes that are better addressed by incarceration. Further, because sentencing courts may eventually convert fines to jail time, presumptive penalty units should not exceed the statutory maximum number of days in jail. Since sentencing courts may order no more than ninety days in jail for misdemeanors, misdemeanors may incur no more than ninety presumptive penalty units. Similarly, since sentencing courts may order no more than 364 days in jail for gross misdemeanors, gross misdemeanors may incur no more than 364 presumptive penalty units.

Washington’s second step in implementing structured LFOs is to establish guidelines for calculating net daily income and procedures for collecting financial information. The proposed discussion draft provides for this second step in section 1. Under these provisions, a sentencing court would calculate an offender’s net daily income as follows: first, the court would determine the offender’s gross daily income based on his or her “actual, potential, or estimated” financial means; second, the court would subtract two figures from that gross amount. The first figure is an amount the court may determine to account for the number of dependents the offender supports, if any. The second figure is a standard rate of one-third for those with financial means above the federal poverty line and one-half for those with financial means below it.

INTERMEDIATE PUNISHMENTS IN A RATIONAL SENTENCING SYSTEM 143-44 (1990); Pritikin, supra note 85, at 354; Friedman, supra note 107, at 290.

154. See id.
156. See id. § 9.92.030 (2010); infra Appendix § 1(1)(a)(ii).
158. See Hillsman, Fines and Day Fines, supra note 101, at 77, 85, 88; Pritikin, supra note 85, at 370-71; Friedman, supra note 107, at 287-88.
159. See infra Appendix § 1.
161. See infra Appendix § 1(1)(d)(i)-(ii); accord ALASKA STAT. § 12.55.036(b)(4); Sally T. Hillsman, Day Fines in New York [hereinafter Hillsman, Day Fines in New York], in INTERMEDIATE SANCTIONS IN OVERCROWDED TIMES, supra note 101, at 21, 22; Hillsman, Fines and Day Fines, supra note 101, at 85.
162. See infra Appendix § 1(1)(d)(i); accord ALASKA STAT. § 12.55.036(b)(4); Hillsman, Day Fines in New York, supra note 161; Hillsman, Fines and Day Fines, supra note 101, at 85.
163. See infra Appendix § 1(1)(d)(ii); accord ALASKA STAT. § 12.55.036(b)(4); Hillsman, Day Fines in New York, supra note 161; Hillsman, Fines and Day Fines, supra note 101, at 85, 88.
Although these provisions may seem complicated at first, they are really quite simple.\textsuperscript{164} Further, these provisions do not leave courts without guidance, but instead direct the Caseload Forecast Council to develop materials that will ease application of the new rules.\textsuperscript{165} Under this authority, the Council could develop standard forms that trial judges could utilize on the bench to make the necessary calculations quickly and easily.\textsuperscript{166} Additionally, the Council could help sentencing courts adapt practices generally used for determining child support payments.\textsuperscript{167} One approach could be to discount a certain percentage of income for each dependent, including a spouse or registered domestic partner.\textsuperscript{168} However, matters of this sort must be resolved only upon further discourse in the legislative process.

In sentencing schemes that account for offenders’ individual circumstances, it is vitally important for sentencing courts to have a thorough record of relevant information.\textsuperscript{169} For this reason, difficulties in collecting offenders’ financial information present potential obstacles to implementing a structured LFO system.\textsuperscript{170} In anticipation of this problem, section 1 of the proposed discussion draft directs the Washington State Supreme Court to adopt new procedures for sentencing courts to follow in collecting offenders’ financial information.\textsuperscript{171} The purpose of this provision is especially to ensure that, as to offenders’ financial information, sentencing courts have the broadest range of access permitted by law.\textsuperscript{172} These changes will likely be insubstantial because, under current Washington criminal procedure, sentencing courts already have extensive access to offenders’ financial information through pre-sentence investigation reports prepared by the Washington State Department of Corrections.\textsuperscript{173} The changes should, however, clarify the scope of sentencing

\textsuperscript{164} See Turner & Petersilia, supra note 106, at 10; Hillsman, Day Fines in New York, supra note 161, at 23.
\textsuperscript{165} See infra Appendix § 1(1)(d).
\textsuperscript{166} See Hillsman, Day Fines in New York, supra note 161, at 23.
\textsuperscript{167} See Hillsman, Fines and Day Fines, supra note 101, at 85.
\textsuperscript{168} See Mahoney et al., supra note 101, at 18; Hillsman, Fines and Day Fines, supra note 101, at 85 & n.23.
\textsuperscript{170} See Zedlewski, supra note 105, at 9; Hillsman, Fines and Day Fines, supra note 101, at 82; Pritikin, supra note 85, at 357-58.
\textsuperscript{171} See infra Appendix § 1(2); accord Alaska Stat. § 12.55.036(b)(5) (2008), http://www.legis.state.ak.us/basis/folio.asp (repealed 2009).
\textsuperscript{172} See infra Appendix § 1(2).
\textsuperscript{173} Wash. Super. Ct. Crim. R. 7.1(a)-(b); see also Wash. Rev. Code § 9.94A.760(5) (Supp. 2011) (“In order to assist the court in setting a monthly sum that the offender must pay during the period of supervision, the offender is required to report to the department for purposes of preparing a recommendation to the court. When reporting, the offender is required, under oath,
courts’ power to compel offenders to disclose their financial information. Of particular interest is whether sentencing courts can require offenders to file declarations fully describing their financial circumstances under penalty of perjury.

To be sure, even under these new procedures, sentencing courts will not be able to reach all information in every case. For example, some offenders may simply refuse to disclose their financial information. Additionally, the Internal Revenue Service may not disclose federal tax returns to state officials except as necessary to administer state tax laws. Despite these limitations, case files routinely accumulate enough information enabling a sentencing court to adequately assess the offender’s ability to pay. Indeed, “[i]n practice, it

to respond truthfully and honestly to all questions concerning present, past, and future earning capabilities and the location and nature of all property or financial assets. The offender is further required to bring all documents requested by the department.”); Friedman, supra note 107, at 299-300 (explaining why jurisdictions with standards analogous to FED. R. CRIM. P. 32(c)-(d) should have a relatively easy time obtaining the information necessary to calculate day fines).

174. See infra Appendix § 1(2).

175. Research suggests they can. See State v. Russell, 644 P.2d 704, 706 (Wash. Ct. App. 1982) (“In determining the proper sentence, a trial court is vested with broad discretion and ‘can make whatever investigation [it] deems necessary or desirable.’” (alteration in original) (quoting State v. Dainard, 537 P.2d 760, 761 (1975)); see also WASH. REV. CODE § 9.94A.760(5), (7) (requiring offenders to report to the court clerk or the Department of Corrections for purposes of establishing a payment schedule, and to answer all questions under oath and supply all requested documents); cf. U.S. Court Clerk’s Office et al., U.S. Dist. Court for the Middle Dist. of Ala., Memorandum of Understanding for the Collection and Processing of Criminal Fines, Restitution, Special Assessments and Pretrial Diversion Orders 9 (2002), available at http://www.almd.uscourts.gov/rulesproc/docs/(15)Memo_of_Understanding_re_Collection_of_Cr _Fines.pdf (requiring offenders, under the authority of federal law, to file affidavits describing their assets, financial needs, earning ability, dependents, and other relevant information); Friedman, supra note 107, at 301 & nn.117-19 (explaining the scope of federal courts’ power to compel disclosure of financial records and suggesting that, at sentencing, courts may likely require offenders to produce this information without violating the Fifth Amendment’s privilege against self-incrimination).

176. ZEDLEWSKI, supra note 105, at 9.

177. Pritikin, supra note 85, at 370. In these situations, sentencing courts can usually obtain offenders’ financial information elsewhere. Hillsman, Fines and Day Fines, supra note 101, at 77; Friedman, supra note 107, at 301. Otherwise, they can rely on presumptions about offenders’ economic means based on relevant information already available in the record. Pritikin, supra note 85, at 370.

178. I.R.C. § 6103(d) (Supp. IV 2010); Friedman, supra note 107, at 301 n.116.

179. Mahoney et al., supra note 101, at 24 (stating that in some jurisdictions, “virtually all of the information needed for valuing fine units is routinely collected by a pretrial services agency before the defendant’s first court appearance,” and in other jurisdictions, “information about a defendant’s financial circumstances is included on a form used to determine eligibility for the public defender”); ZEDLEWSKI, supra note 105, at 9 (“[C]ourts already have access to
has not been difficult to obtain adequate information about an offender’s financial circumstances.\textsuperscript{180}

Once Washington establishes the necessary guidelines and procedures, sentencing courts may begin assessing structured LFOs in accordance with section 2 of the proposed discussion draft.\textsuperscript{181} These provisions require sentencing courts to consider a number of factors before imposing a fine, fee, or cost.\textsuperscript{182} Those factors include, among others things, “the offender’s income, earning capacity, and financial resources”; “the burden that the fine will impose” on the offender, the offender’s dependents, or others responsible for the offender’s dependents; and “any collateral consequences of conviction.”\textsuperscript{183}

If a sentencing court elects to impose a nonrestitution LFO, these provisions would require the court to determine the amount of the nonrestitution LFO by following the materials provided by the Caseload Forecast Council.\textsuperscript{184} Using those materials, the sentencing court would decide the number of penalty units, calculate the offender’s net daily income, and multiply those two figures together.\textsuperscript{185} The court would then include two brief notes of its reasoning in the judgment and sentence.\textsuperscript{186} First, the sentencing court would identify the presumptive number of penalty units that apply, the adjustments the court made for aggravating or mitigating circumstances, the facts the court relied on in finding those circumstances exist, and the value the court placed on those circumstances.\textsuperscript{187} Second, the sentencing court would

\textsuperscript{180} Mahoney et al., supra note 101, at 23; see also Turner & Petersilia, supra note 106, at 76; Zedlewski, supra note 105, at 10.

\textsuperscript{181} See infra Appendix § 2.

\textsuperscript{182} See infra Appendix sec. 2, § 9.94A.760(2); accord 18 U.S.C. § 3572(a)(1)-(6) (2006); U.S. Sentencing Guidelines Manual § 5E1.2(d) (2011); see also Am. Civil Liberties Union, supra note 3, at 79.

\textsuperscript{183} Intra Appendix sec. 2, § 9.94A.760(2)(a)-(b), (d); accord 18 U.S.C. § 3572(a)(1)-(2); U.S. Sentencing Guidelines Manual § 5E1.2(d)(5); see also Am. Civil Liberties Union, supra note 3, at 79.

\textsuperscript{184} See infra Appendix sec. 2, § 9.94A.760(3).

\textsuperscript{185} See infra Appendix sec. 2, § 9.94A.760(3); accord Alaska Stat. § 12.55.036(c) (2008), http://www.legis.state.ak.us/basis/folio.asp (repealed 2009).

\textsuperscript{186} See infra Appendix sec. 2, § 9.94A.760(3); accord Alaska Stat. § 12.55.036(c).

\textsuperscript{187} See infra Appendix sec. 2, § 9.94A.760(3)(a)-(b); accord Alaska Stat. § 12.55.036(e)(1)(A), (2)(A). Sentencing courts are already required to describe on each felony judgment and sentence the “reasons for going either above or below the presumptive sentence
identify the offender’s gross daily income, the facts the court relied on in finding that amount, the adjustments the court made to determine the offender’s net daily income, and the facts the court relied on in making those adjustments.  

Together, all the foregoing provisions construct a rational, transparent sentencing scheme that Washington can use to combat the disparities, especially racial and ethnic disparities, that afflict its criminal justice system. But to have their full intended effect, these provisions require two additional reforms.

B. Reduced Interest

In addition to implementing structured LFOs, Washington should decrease the interest that accrues on those LFOs. The need for this change is evidenced by the fact that Washington’s two neighboring states, Idaho and Oregon, each have more lenient statutory provisions than Washington with respect to interest on criminal monetary penalties. Specifically, Idaho charges interest only when the sentencing court elects to impose additional fines for certain felony violent offenses. Idaho’s annual interest rate on judgments is currently just 5.25%, which is the sum of a fixed rate of 5% plus an annually calculated base rate of 0.25%. Further, Oregon does not begin charging interest until one month after the offender is released from jail, and that interest may accrue for no more than twenty years. On judgments, Oregon charges interest at an annual fixed rate of just nine percent.

In light of the approaches that Idaho and Oregon take, it is reasonable for Washington to reduce the amount of interest its offenders accrue on their LFOs.
each year. Indeed, there already seems to be considerable support for doing so.196 Thus, section 4 of the proposed discussion draft includes provisions to repeal the interest accrual on nonrestitution LFOs and reduce the annual interest rate on restitution LFOs from twelve percent to six percent.197 This would bring Washington closer in line with Idaho’s approach in that the new provisions would not charge interest on ordinary fines, fees, and costs.198 These provisions would also bring Washington closer in line with Oregon’s approach in that they would use an annual fixed rate for the interest charged.199 As to the level of the interest itself, cutting Washington’s annual interest rate from twelve percent to six percent is rational because it strikes a fair balance between Idaho’s rate and Oregon’s rate.200

C. Modification or Conversion

Another important aspect of a means-based LFO system is ensuring that sentencing courts have sufficient latitude to modify or convert nonrestitution LFOs if an offender’s financial circumstances change after sentencing.201 Under current Washington law, offenders cannot usually petition sentencing courts to modify or convert their nonrestitution LFOs unless they fail to pay.202 Only an offender’s failure to pay triggers a show-cause hearing, at which the offender may invoke the sentencing court’s discretion.203 This poses a dilemma for offenders whose financial circumstances change after sentencing because defaulting on payment is the only way to get a hearing to modify or convert


197. See infra Appendix sec. 4, § 10.82.090(1).


199. Compare infra Appendix sec. 4, § 10.82.090(1), with OR. REV. STAT. ANN. § 82.010(2).

200. See IDAHO CODE ANN. § 28-22-104(2) (2005); OR. REV. STAT. ANN. § 82.010(2); Crane, supra note 193.

201. See supra note 103 and accompanying text.

202. See WASH. REV. CODE § 9.94A.6333(2)(c)(iii), (d) (2010); BECKETT ET AL., supra note 2, at 57-58. When offenders’ financial circumstances change, Washington statutes prefer that offenders negotiate directly with the court clerk or the Department of Corrections, which may either change the payment schedule itself or recommend that the sentencing court do so. See WASH. REV. CODE § 9.94A.760(7) (Supp. 2011). However, this change in payment schedule does not effect any modification or conversion of a nonrestitution LFO itself. See id. Further, many offenders experience great difficulty negotiating these matters with the court clerk or the Department of Corrections. See BECKETT ET AL., supra note 2, at 57-58.

203. See WASH. REV. CODE § 9.94A.6333(2)(a), (c)-(d).
nonrestitution LFOs.\footnote{See id. § 9.94A.6333(2)(a); BECKETT ET AL., supra note 2, at 57-58. As an illustration of this problem, consider the following account of one offender:

I’ve been trying to get it changed from $100 to anything a month, you know, to anything less than $100 would be reasonable. You know, and the only way I can go change that, I mean I went to the desk, where you go set up your restitution, and they said well we need a $300 deposit. How are you going to pay a deposit on restitution? I said well I can’t pay this deposit. I can’t even pay $100 a month, how can I change it? Well you gotta talk to the judge. How do I talk to the judge? You got to go to court. How do I go to court? You got to not pay your fines to go to court. So I got to risk going to jail to talk to the judge and tell him that I can’t afford to pay this much a month? And what if I go to court and he says you didn’t pay your fines this month, you’re going to jail . . . ?

Id. at 58.} Section 3 of the proposed discussion draft addresses this dilemma by allowing offenders to request hearings regarding their ability to pay.\footnote{See infra Appendix § 3; accord ALASKA STAT. § 12.55.051(c) (2010).}

Under these provisions, the sentencing court may grant a hearing if the offender meets two conditions.\footnote{See infra Appendix sec. 3, § 9.94A.6333(1); accord ALASKA STAT. § 12.55.051(c).} First, the offender must not be under the supervision of the Washington State Department of Corrections.\footnote{See infra Appendix sec. 3, § 9.94A.6333(1); accord ALASKA STAT. § 12.55.051(c).} This condition is carried forward from Washington’s current rules on modifying and converting sentences.\footnote{Compare WASH. REV. CODE § 9.94A.6333(1), with infra Appendix sec. 3, § 9.94A.6333(1).} Second, the offender must allege that his or her financial circumstances have changed since the last time the sentencing court considered his or her ability to pay.\footnote{See infra Appendix sec. 3, § 9.94A.6333(1); accord ALASKA STAT. § 12.55.051(c).} If the sentencing court grants the hearing, the offender bears the burden of proving by a preponderance of the evidence that he or she is unable to pay the structured LFOs through good faith efforts.\footnote{See infra Appendix sec. 3, § 9.94A.6333(1); accord ALASKA STAT. § 12.55.051(c).} If the offender meets this standard of proof, the sentencing court may, in its discretion either modify or convert the structured LFOs.\footnote{See infra Appendix sec. 3, § 9.94A.6333(1)(a)-(b); accord ALASKA STAT. § 12.55.051(c).}

These provisions would allow the sentencing court to modify structured LFOs by reducing the balance, altering the payment schedule, or taking other measures that would enable the offender to pay through good faith efforts.\footnote{See infra Appendix sec. 3, § 9.94A.6333(1); accord ALASKA STAT. § 12.55.051(c).} These provisions would also allow sentencing courts to convert the structured LFOs to community service hours at the rate of eight hours for each penalty

\textsuperscript{204} See id. § 9.94A.6333(2)(a); BECKETT ET AL., supra note 2, at 57-58. As an illustration of this problem, consider the following account of one offender:

I’ve been trying to get it changed from $100 to anything a month, you know, to anything less than $100 would be reasonable. You know, and the only way I can go change that, I mean I went to the desk, where you go set up your restitution, and they said well we need a $300 deposit. How are you going to pay a deposit on restitution? I said well I can’t pay this deposit. I can’t even pay $100 a month, how can I change it? Well you gotta talk to the judge. How do I talk to the judge? You got to go to court. How do I go to court? You got to not pay your fines to go to court. So I got to risk going to jail to talk to the judge and tell him that I can’t afford to pay this much a month? And what if I go to court and he says you didn’t pay your fines this month, you’re going to jail . . . ?

\textsuperscript{205} See infra Appendix § 3; accord ALASKA STAT. § 12.55.051(c) (2010).

\textsuperscript{206} See infra Appendix sec. 3, § 9.94A.6333(1); accord ALASKA STAT. § 12.55.051(c).

\textsuperscript{207} See infra Appendix sec. 3, § 9.94A.6333(1); accord ALASKA STAT. § 12.55.051(c).

\textsuperscript{208} Compare WASH. REV. CODE § 9.94A.6333(1), with infra Appendix sec. 3, § 9.94A.6333(1).

\textsuperscript{209} See infra Appendix sec. 3, § 9.94A.6333(1); accord ALASKA STAT. § 12.55.051(c).

\textsuperscript{210} See infra Appendix sec. 3, § 9.94A.6333(1); accord ALASKA STAT. § 12.55.051(c).

\textsuperscript{211} See infra Appendix sec. 3, § 9.94A.6333(1)(a)-(b); accord ALASKA STAT. § 12.55.051(c).

\textsuperscript{212} See infra Appendix sec. 3, § 9.94A.6333(1); accord ALASKA STAT. § 12.55.051(c).
unit. Under this conversion rate, thirty penalty units would equate to 240 hours of community service. Washington currently uses a similar conversion rate for initial sentencing of some nonviolent offenses. However, upon a show-cause hearing, sentencing courts currently convert nonrestitution LFOs to community service hours according to Washington’s minimum wage rate. This latter conversion rate is incompatible with a structured LFO system because it would raise equal protection concerns by requiring offenders of greater economic means to work more community service hours than offenders of lesser economic means, even where the respective penalty unit assessments are the same. For example, a superior court may sentence two offenders to thirty penalty units worth of structured LFOs. The first offender’s financial circumstances may warrant a $2000 assessment whereas the second offender’s financial circumstances may warrant a $1000 assessment. If the sentencing court later converts both LFO assessments to community service hours, using Washington’s minimum wage rate, the first offender would have to work 221 hours whereas the second offender would have to work 110.5 hours. However, using the conversion rate contained in section 3 of the proposed discussion draft, each offender would have to work 240 hours.

D. Fiscal Impact

The reforms this note proposes, while themselves significant, should nonetheless make no impact on the state budget. In the short term, no additional appropriations of funds would be required for the Washington State Caseload Forecast Council or the Washington State Supreme Court to begin implementing the proposed changes. In the long term, superior courts could

---

214. See infra Appendix sec. 3, § 9.94A.6333(1)(b); accord WASH. REV. CODE § 9.94A.680(2).
216. Id. § 9.94A.6333(2)(c)(iii).
217. See Peter G. Farrell, Comment, The Day-Fine Comes to America, 38 BUFF. L. REV. 591, 612 & n.139 (1990); supra note 106 and accompanying text.
218. See supra note 137.
219. See infra Appendix sec. 3, § 9.94A.6333(1)(b).
220. These institutions are already responsible for the particular subject matters embodied in the proposed reforms. See WASH. REV. CODE § 2.04.190 (2010) (granting the supreme court power to prescribe rules governing the kind and character of practice and procedure in the superior courts); id. § 43.88C.040(2)(b)-(3) (Supp. 2011) (requiring the Caseload Forecast Council to publish and maintain sentencing guidelines that help practitioners determine the appropriate sentencing ranges). Further, both institutions already have a good head start on carrying out the
carry out the proposed changes without significant disruption to the current flow of business.\footnote{221}

As to revenue, there are two reasons to believe the proposed LFO system would generate at least as many funds as the current one does.\footnote{222} First, the proposed changes are designed primarily to weave equity into how superior courts calculate and manage LFOs—they are not necessarily designed to reduce the average principal amount of those assessments.\footnote{223} Second, even if a reduction of this sort does result, the proposed changes will likely offset that effect by increasing LFO collection rates.\footnote{224} Under the current LFO system, statewide collection rates have declined several years in a row.\footnote{225} Court clerks’ total LFO collections dropped by 1.71\% since 2007,\footnote{226} while the portion that goes toward state revenue dropped by 10.38\% during that same period.\footnote{227} There is also wide variability between the collection rates in each county.\footnote{228} For example, in 2010, King County collected an average of $41.47 per LFO account receivable, Pierce County collected an average of $28.73, and Spokane County collected an average of $73.14.\footnote{229} The proposed reforms, by contrast, could likely increase LFO collection rates, close the achievement gaps, and properly serve state budgetary objectives.\footnote{230}

\footnote{221. See Turner & Petersilia, supra note 106, at 11, 22-23, 33, 35.\footnote{222. Mahoney et al., supra note 101, at 11.\footnote{223. See supra notes 116-117 and accompanying text. While individual assessment amounts will change under a structured LFO system, the average assessment amounts may remain the same or may even increase, as they did in some prior day fine experiments. See, e.g., Turner & Petersilia, supra note 106, at 10, 28.\footnote{224. See supra notes 118-121 and accompanying text. Data from prior day fine experiments suggests collection rates will increase if structured monetary penalties are combined with a well-organized payment system like the kind Washington already has. See, e.g., Mahoney et al., supra note 101, at 4.\footnote{225. MCallister, supra note 37, at 12 tbl.2.\footnote{226. Id. This is a change of $522,215, from $30,642,271 in 2007 to $30,119,756 in 2010. Id.\footnote{227. MCallister, supra note 37, at 12 tbl.2. This is a change of $420,440, from $4,049,176 in 2007 to $3,628,736 in 2010. Id.\footnote{228. See MCallister, supra note 37.\footnote{229. Id.\footnote{230. See supra notes 118-121 and accompanying text.}}}}}\\}}
V. CONCLUSION

The Washington State Legislature should address the racial and ethnic disparities in the State’s LFO assessments by enacting legislation that structures the amount of nonrestitution portions to fit the seriousness of the offense and the offender’s ability to pay. In addition, the legislature should enact corresponding changes that restore equity and fairness to LFO sentences by eliminating the interest accrual on nonrestitution LFOs, reducing the annual interest rate on restitution LFOs from twelve percent to six percent, and empowering the sentencing court to modify or convert nonrestitution LFOs when the offender’s financial circumstances change. These proposed reforms will serve to exclude extralegal factors contributing to the disparities, but they will also alleviate the myriad other adverse impacts that LFOs currently have on Washington’s criminal populations. In this way, these proposed reforms may reach beyond the narrow scope of their provisions to improve the character of Washington’s criminal justice system overall.
Appendix: Discussion Draft of Proposed Legislation

AN ACT Structuring the amount of nonrestitution legal financial obligations to reflect the seriousness of the offense and the offender’s ability to pay; creating a new section and amending RCW 9.94A.760, 9.94A.6333, and 10.82.090.231

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington232:

231. This Act would undoubtedly require more amendments to bring it in harmony with Washington’s existing laws. For the sake of brevity, however, this discussion draft covers only the most fundamental revisions.


More notably, this discussion draft also draws some of its text from ALASKA STAT. § 12.55.036 (2008), http://www.legis.state.ak.us/basis/folio.asp, repealed by Act of June 16, 2009, ch. 33, § 4, 2009 Alaska Sess. Laws, http://www.legis.state.ak.us/basis/pdf_viewer.asp?session=26&type=Bills&name=HB0170Z, and from ALASKA STAT. § 12.55.051(c) (2010). Alaska adopted a day fine sentencing option in 1994. See Act of June 6, 1994, ch. 79, 1994 Alaska Sess. Laws, http://www.legis.state.ak.us/basis/get_bill_text.asp?hsid=HB0119D&session=18. Under that system, sentencing courts could not impose day fines in conjunction with jail time or probation. See ALASKA STAT. § 12.55.036(a). The day fine system was further limited in that it did not replace the fixed-rate system as the sole method of assessing fines. See id. §§ 12.55.035, 036(a). These and other technical problems caused confusion on how to implement the day fine statutes. See MIKE CHENAULT, SPONSOR STATEMENT: HOUSE BILL 170—REPEAL AUTHORITY FOR DAY FINES, H.R. 26-170, 1st Sess., at 1 (Alaska 2009), available at http://www.housemajority.org/print.php?id=1222&t=spon26. As a result, Alaska sentencing courts seldom used day fines, instead relying on more traditional sentencing methods. See id. Early attempts to amend the day fine system failed without follow-up. See id. These factors were primary motivators in the Alaska State Legislature’s 2009 repeal of that system. See id. (“Since these statutes are not in use and will not be used by the courts, I propose that we repeal the statutes that impose a day fine plan rather than keeping these statutes in the books.”). There are two reasons, based on this history, that the structured LFOs this note proposes would not suffer the same fate as the Alaska day fine system. First, a structured LFO system would not substitute Washington’s other sentencing forms, but would complement them. The changes would affect only nonrestitution LFOs and would not interfere with the overall sentencing scheme, so courts could still order structured LFOs in combination with jail time, probation, community service, or treatment. Second, a structured LFO system would achieve its intended effect by fully replacing the current method for assessing fines, fees, and costs. This system would mandate that all nonrestitution LFO orders follow a graduated scale reflecting the seriousness of the offense and the offender’s ability to pay, so courts could not elect to use the old fixed-rate system.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. A new section is added to chapter 9.94A RCW to read as follows:

(1) The caseload forecast council shall promulgate guidelines for structured legal financial obligations that include

(a) a fine schedule establishing, for each felony, gross misdemeanor, and misdemeanor, a presumptive penalty unit reflecting the seriousness of the offense and falling within the following ranges:

(i) for felonies and gross misdemeanors, no less than five penalty units and no greater than three hundred and sixty-four penalty units; and

(ii) for misdemeanors, no less than five penalty units and no greater than ninety penalty units;

(b) procedures for the court to increase or decrease the presumptive penalty units established under subsection (1)(a) of this section by no greater than fifteen percent if the court finds the existence of an aggravating or mitigating circumstance under RCW 9.94A.535;

(c) a schedule establishing, for each fee, cost, or other assessment, a presumptive penalty unit reflecting the weight that the assessment bears in relation to other assessments of that kind; and

(d) a table for determining the offender’s net daily income based on his or her actual, potential, or estimated gross daily income less the following:

(i) an amount as the court may determine for the number of dependents the offender supports, if any; and

(ii) a standard rate of either

(A) one-third for an offender with financial means above the federal poverty guideline as determined by the United States department of health and human services; or

(B) one-half for an offender with financial means below the federal poverty guideline as determined by the United States department of health and human services.

(2) The supreme court shall promulgate procedures by which the superior court may gather information about an offender’s occupation, actual, estimated, and potential income, number of dependents, and other facts necessary or relevant to imposing a structured legal financial obligation. To the extent permitted by law, the procedures shall empower the superior court to order the production of the financial or other records of any person necessary or relevant to a determination under this section or RCW 9.94A.760. The procedures must include a requirement that the facts be disclosed under penalty of perjury.

Sec. 2. RCW 9.94A.760 is amended to read as follows:

(1) Whenever a person is convicted in superior court, the court may, subject to the requirements of subsections (2) and (3) of this section, order the
payment of a legal financial obligation as part of the sentence. The court must on either the judgment and sentence or on a subsequent order to pay, designate the total amount of a legal financial obligation and segregate this amount among the separate assessments made for restitution, costs, fines, and other assessments required by law. On the same order, the court is also to set a sum that the offender is required to pay on a monthly basis towards satisfying the legal financial obligation. If the court fails to set the offender monthly payment amount, the department shall set the amount if the department has active supervision of the offender, otherwise the county clerk shall set the amount. Upon receipt of an offender’s monthly payment, restitution shall be paid prior to any payments of other monetary obligations. After restitution is satisfied, the county clerk shall distribute the payment proportionally among all other fines, costs, and assessments imposed, unless otherwise ordered by the court.

(2) In determining whether to impose a legal financial obligation other than restitution, the court shall consider the following factors:

(a) the offender’s income, earning capacity, and financial resources;

(b) the burden that the fine will impose upon the offender, any person who is financially dependent on the offender, or any other person that would be responsible for the welfare of any person financially dependent on the offender, relative to the burden that alternative punishments would impose;

(c) whether restitution is ordered or made and the amount of such restitution;

(d) any collateral consequences of conviction, including civil obligations arising from the offender’s conduct;

(e) the need to deprive the offender of illegally obtained gains from the offense; and

(f) the expected costs to the state of any incarceration, supervision, parole, or probation component of the sentence.

(3) The court shall set the total amount of a legal financial obligation other than restitution in accordance with the guidelines promulgated by the caseload forecast council under section 1 of this act. The total amount of the nonrestitution legal financial obligation must be the product of the penalty unit multiplied by the offender’s net daily income. When imposing a legal financial obligation other than restitution, the court shall, in addition to the requirements of subsection (1) of this section, include the following in the judgment and sentence:

(a) the offense’s presumptive penalty unit, and whether the court adjusted the presumptive penalty unit based on the existence of an aggravating or mitigating circumstance;
(b) findings of fact considered in determining the existence of an aggravating or mitigating circumstance, and in assigning value to that circumstance;

(c) the offender’s net daily income, as adjusted for the number of dependents the offender supports and by the applicable standard rate; and

(d) findings of fact considered in determining the defendant’s gross and net daily incomes.

If the court determines that the offender, at the time of sentencing, has the means to pay for the cost of incarceration, the court may require the offender to pay for the cost of incarceration at a rate of fifty dollars per day of incarceration, if incarcerated in a prison, or the court may require the offender to pay the actual cost of incarceration per day of incarceration, if incarcerated in a county jail. In no case may the court require the offender to pay more than one hundred dollars per day for the cost of incarceration. Payment of other court-ordered financial obligations, including all legal financial obligations and costs of supervision shall take precedence over the payment of the cost of incarceration ordered by the court. All funds recovered from offenders for the cost of incarceration in the county jail shall be remitted to the county and the costs of incarceration in a prison shall be remitted to the department.

The court may add to the judgment and sentence or subsequent order to pay a statement that a notice of payroll deduction is to be issued immediately. If the court chooses not to order the immediate issuance of a notice of payroll deduction at sentencing, the court shall add to the judgment and sentence or subsequent order to pay a statement that a notice of payroll deduction may be issued or other income-withholding action may be taken, without further notice to the offender if a monthly court-ordered legal financial obligation payment is not paid when due, and an amount equal to or greater than the amount payable for one month is owed.

If a judgment and sentence or subsequent order to pay does not include the statement that a notice of payroll deduction may be issued or other income-withholding action may be taken if a monthly legal financial obligation payment is past due, the department or the county clerk may serve a notice on the offender stating such requirements and authorizations. Service shall be by personal service or any form of mail requiring a return receipt.

Independent of the department or the county clerk, the party or entity to whom the legal financial obligation is owed shall have the authority to use any other remedies available to the party or entity to collect the legal financial obligation. These remedies include enforcement in the same manner as a judgment in a civil action by the party or entity to whom the legal financial obligation is owed. Restitution collected through civil enforcement must be
paid through the registry of the court and must be distributed proportionately according to each victim’s loss when there is more than one victim. The judgment and sentence shall identify the party or entity to whom restitution is owed so that the state, party, or entity may enforce the judgment. If restitution is ordered pursuant to RCW 9.94A.750(6) or 9.94A.753(6) to a victim of rape of a child or a victim’s child born from the rape, the Washington state child support registry shall be identified as the party to whom payments must be made. Restitution obligations arising from the rape of a child in the first, second, or third degree that result in the pregnancy of the victim may be enforced for the time periods provided under RCW 9.94A.750(6) and 9.94A.753(6). All other legal financial obligations for an offense committed prior to July 1, 2000, may be enforced at any time during the ten-year period following the offender’s release from total confinement or within ten years of entry of the judgment and sentence, whichever period ends later. Prior to the expiration of the initial ten-year period, the superior court may extend the criminal judgment an additional ten years for payment of legal financial obligations including crime victims’ assessments. All other legal financial obligations for an offense committed on or after July 1, 2000, may be enforced at any time the offender remains under the court’s jurisdiction. For an offense committed on or after July 1, 2000, the court shall retain jurisdiction over the offender, for purposes of the offender’s compliance with payment of the legal financial obligations, until the obligation is completely satisfied, regardless of the statutory maximum for the crime. The department may only supervise the offender’s compliance with payment of the legal financial obligations during any period in which the department is authorized to supervise the offender in the community under RCW 9.94A.728, 9.94A.501, or in which the offender is confined in a state correctional institution or a correctional facility pursuant to a transfer agreement with the department, and the department shall supervise the offender’s compliance during any such period. The department is not responsible for supervision of the offender during any subsequent period of time the offender remains under the court’s jurisdiction. The county clerk is authorized to collect unpaid legal financial obligations at any time the offender remains under the jurisdiction of the court for purposes of his or her legal financial obligations.

In order to assist the court in setting a monthly sum that the offender must pay during the period of supervision, the offender is required to report to the department for purposes of preparing a recommendation to the court. When reporting, the offender is required, under oath, to respond truthfully and honestly to all questions concerning present, past, and future earning capabilities and the location and nature of all property or financial
assets. The offender is further required to bring all documents requested by the department.

((4)(8) After completing the investigation, the department shall make a report to the court on the amount of the monthly payment that the offender should be required to make towards a satisfied legal financial obligation.

((4)(9)(a) During the period of supervision, the department may make a recommendation to the court that the offender’s monthly payment schedule be modified so as to reflect a change in financial circumstances. If the department sets the monthly payment amount, the department may modify the monthly payment amount without the matter being returned to the court. During the period of supervision, the department may require the offender to report to the department for the purposes of reviewing the appropriateness of the collection schedule for the legal financial obligation. During this reporting, the offender is required under oath to respond truthfully and honestly to all questions concerning earning capabilities and the location and nature of all property or financial assets. The offender shall bring all documents requested by the department in order to prepare the collection schedule.

(b) Subsequent to any period of supervision, or if the department is not authorized to supervise the offender in the community, the county clerk may make a recommendation to the court that the offender’s monthly payment schedule be modified so as to reflect a change in financial circumstances. If the county clerk sets the monthly payment amount, or if the department set the monthly payment amount and the department has subsequently turned the collection of the legal financial obligation over to the county clerk, the clerk may modify the monthly payment amount without the matter being returned to the court. During the period of repayment, the county clerk may require the offender to report to the clerk for the purpose of reviewing the appropriateness of the collection schedule for the legal financial obligation. During this reporting, the offender is required under oath to respond truthfully and honestly to all questions concerning earning capabilities and the location and nature of all property or financial assets. The offender shall bring all documents requested by the county clerk in order to prepare the collection schedule.

((5)(10) After the judgment and sentence or payment order is entered, the department is authorized, for any period of supervision, to collect the legal financial obligation from the offender. Subsequent to any period of supervision or, if the department is not authorized to supervise the offender in the community, the county clerk is authorized to collect unpaid legal financial obligations from the offender. Any amount collected by the department shall be remitted daily to the county clerk for the purpose of disbursements. The department and the county clerks are authorized, but not required, to accept credit cards as payment for a legal financial obligation, and any costs incurred
related to accepting credit card payments shall be the responsibility of the offender.

(((9)))(11) The department or any obligee of the legal financial obligation may seek a mandatory wage assignment for the purposes of obtaining satisfaction for the legal financial obligation pursuant to RCW 9.94A.7701. Any party obtaining a wage assignment shall notify the county clerk. The county clerks shall notify the department, or the administrative office of the courts, whichever is providing the monthly billing for the offender.

(((10)))(12) The requirement that the offender pay a monthly sum towards a legal financial obligation constitutes a condition or requirement of a sentence and the offender is subject to the penalties for noncompliance as provided in RCW 9.94B.040, 9.94A.737, or 9.94A.740.

(((11)))(13)(a) The administrative office of the courts shall mail individualized periodic billings to the address known by the office for each offender with an unsatisfied legal financial obligation.

(b) The billing shall direct payments, other than outstanding cost of supervision assessments under RCW 9.94A.780, parole assessments under RCW 72.04A.120, and cost of probation assessments under RCW 9.95.214, to the county clerk, and cost of supervision, parole, or probation assessments to the department.

(c) The county clerk shall provide the administrative office of the courts with notice of payments by such offenders no less frequently than weekly.

(d) The county clerks, the administrative office of the courts, and the department shall maintain agreements to implement this subsection.

(((12)))(14) The department shall arrange for the collection of unpaid legal financial obligations during any period of supervision in the community through the county clerk. The department shall either collect unpaid legal financial obligations or arrange for collections through another entity if the clerk does not assume responsibility or is unable to continue to assume responsibility for collection pursuant to subsection (4) of this section. The costs for collection services shall be paid by the offender.

(((13)))(15) The county clerk may access the records of the employment security department for the purposes of verifying employment or income, seeking any assignment of wages, or performing other duties necessary to the collection of an offender’s legal financial obligations.

(((14)))(16) Nothing in this chapter makes the department, the state, the counties, or any state or county employees, agents, or other persons acting on their behalf liable under any circumstances for the payment of these legal financial obligations or for the acts of any offender who is no longer, or was not, subject to supervision by the department for a term of community custody,
and who remains under the jurisdiction of the court for payment of legal financial obligations.

Sec. 3. RCW 9.94A.6333 is amended to read as follows:

(1) An offender who has been sentenced to pay a legal financial obligation, and who is not being supervised by the department, may request a hearing regarding his or her ability to pay the obligation. The court may deny the request if it has previously considered the offender’s ability to pay and the offender’s request does not allege changed circumstances. If, at a hearing under this subsection, the offender proves by a preponderance of the evidence that he or she is unable through good faith efforts to pay the legal financial obligation, the court shall modify its order of judgment and sentence in one of the following ways:

(a) for a legal financial obligation other than restitution, reducing the obligation, changing the payment schedule, or otherwise modifying the order so that the offender can pay the obligation through good faith efforts;

(b) for a legal financial obligation other than restitution, converting the obligation to community restitution hours at the rate of eight hours for each penalty unit; or

(c) for a legal financial obligation of restitution, changing the payment schedule so that the offender can pay the obligation through good faith efforts.

(2) If an offender violates any condition or requirement of a sentence, and the offender is not being supervised by the department, the court may modify its order of judgment and sentence and impose further punishment in accordance with this section.

(3) If an offender fails to comply with any of the conditions or requirements of a sentence the following provisions apply:

(a) The court, upon the motion of the state, or upon its own motion, shall require the offender to show cause why the offender should not be punished for the noncompliance. The court may issue a summons or a warrant of arrest for the offender’s appearance;

(b) The state has the burden of showing noncompliance by a preponderance of the evidence;

(c) If the court finds that a violation has been proved, it may impose the sanctions specified in RCW 9.94A.633(1). Alternatively, the court may:

(i) Convert a term of partial confinement to total confinement;

(ii) Convert community restitution obligation to total or partial confinement; or

(iii) Convert ((monetary obligations, except restitution and the crime victim penalty assessment,)) legal financial obligations other than restitution to community restitution hours at the rate of ((the state minimum wage as...})
established in RCW 49.46.020 for each hour of community restitution)) eight hours for each penalty unit;

(d) if the court finds that the violation was not willful, the court may modify its previous order regarding payment of legal financial obligations and regarding community restitution obligations; and

(e) if the violation involves a failure to undergo or comply with a mental health status evaluation and/or outpatient mental health treatment, the court shall seek a recommendation from the treatment provider or proposed treatment provider. Enforcement of orders concerning outpatient mental health treatment must reflect the availability of treatment and must pursue the least restrictive means of promoting participation in treatment. If the offender’s failure to receive care essential for health and safety presents a risk of serious physical harm or probable harmful consequences, the civil detention and commitment procedures of chapter 71.05 RCW shall be considered in preference to incarceration in a local or state correctional facility.

(4) Any time served in confinement awaiting a hearing on noncompliance shall be credited against any confinement ordered by the court.

Sec. 4. RCW 10.82.090 is amended to read as follows:

1. (Except as provided in subsection (2) of this section)) The restitution portion of legal financial obligations imposed in a judgment shall bear interest from the date of the judgment until payment, at the rate ((applicable to civil judgments)) of six percent per annum. The portions of the legal financial obligations that are not restitution shall not bear interest. ((All nonrestitution interest retained by the court shall be split twenty-five percent to the state treasurer for deposit in the state general fund, twenty-five percent to the state treasurer for deposit in the judicial information system account as provided in RCW 2.68.020, twenty-five percent to the county current expense fund, and twenty-five percent to the county current expense fund to fund local courts.

2. The court may, on motion by the offender, following the offender’s release from total confinement, reduce or waive the interest on legal financial obligations levied as a result of a criminal conviction as follows:

(a) The court shall waive all interest on the portions of the legal financial obligations that are not restitution that accrued during the term of total confinement for the conviction giving rise to the financial obligations, provided the offender shows that the interest creates a hardship for the offender or his or her immediate family;

(b) The court may reduce interest on the restitution portion of the legal financial obligations only if the principal has been paid in full;
(e) The court may otherwise reduce or waive the interest on the portions of the legal financial obligations that are not restitution if the offender shows that he or she has personally made a good faith effort to pay and that the interest accrual is causing a significant hardship. For purposes of this section, “good faith effort” means that the offender has either (i) paid the principal amount in full; or (ii) made at least fifteen monthly payments within an eighteen-month period, excluding any payments mandatorily deducted by the department of corrections;

(d) For purposes of (a) through (c) of this subsection, the court may reduce or waive interest on legal financial obligations only as an incentive for the offender to meet his or her legal financial obligations. The court may grant the motion, establish a payment schedule, and retain jurisdiction over the offender for purposes of reviewing and revising the reduction or waiver of interest.))

(3) This section applies to persons convicted as adults or adjudicated in juvenile court.